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The cause of America is in great measure the cause of 
all mankind.

Common Sense
– Thomas Paine– 
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I know of no pursuit in which more real and important 
services can be rendered to any country than by improving its 
agriculture, its breed of useful animals, and other branches of 

husbandman’s cares.

Letter to John Sinclair
– George Washington –
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Eve Outsmarts Adam
Do not put such unlimited power into 
the hands of husbands. Remember all 
men would be tyrants if they could…. 
If particular care and attention is not 
paid to the Ladies we are determined to 
foment a Rebellion, and will not hold 
ourselves bound by any Laws in which 
we have no voice, or Representation.
– Abigail Adams –
Letter to John Adams
March 3, 1776

Relationships
In Spin, Chapter Five was titled “Eve Dominates Adam’s Harem – 
Until Life Do Us Part,” and the quote opening the chapter was Ma-
donna’s Pussy rules the world but I have a dick in my brain.

The chapter explored the different relationships between men and 
women. Husbands, wives, mistresses, polygamy, infidelity and fem-
inism.

The role of women has evolved since and matured to what Abigail 
Adams had warned Founding Father John Adams would happen if 
women’s voices were ignored. So, today, Madonna’s quote is more 
valid than ever – with or without what she claims to be in her brain.

The Long Road
American women have always been vocal and active. Abigail Ad-
ams’ voluminous letters to John Adams are a testament to how far 
back that tradition goes.

August 2020, marked the centennial of the 19th Amendment to the 
Constitution that granted women the right to vote. A flood of ar-
ticles and stories were written, including the blog posts of yours’ 
truly. One story that caught my attention that represents the Amer-
ican Woman, at least in my humble opinion, is the story of Nell 
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Richardson and Alice Burke. They drove 10,000 miles in 1916 in 
their “Golden Flyer” on the road to suffrage.

Sponsored by the National American Woman Suffrage Association, 
they drove a donated yellow Saxon Roadster from New York City, 
down the Eastern Seaboard, through the South, up the West Coast, 
and back East again.

During that epic journey, they met Americans from every side of 
the issue, giving speeches in town squares and debating suffrage 
sceptics on the sides of dusty roads.

At a time when car travel was still rare – and solo travel by women 
even rarer – Nell and Alice set out armed with a typewriter and a 
sewing machine. “If any anti-suffragist down in Texas makes re-
marks about suffrage destroying women’s feminine talents,” they 
told a reporter, “it will be Miss Richardson’s cue to get out the sew-
ing machine and run off an apron while the crowd waits. If, on the 
other hand, he says women have no brains, she will pull out the 
typewriter and write him a poem.”

Their arguments on a woman’s right to vote had xenophobia and 
racism embedded within. Burke is quoted in the El Paso Herald as 
saying, “None of you men bother to think how you will vote. You 
do not ask the immigrant all these questions before permitting him 
to vote, after he is naturalized; you simply give him the right to vote 
and let it go at that, yet the immigrant often merely comes over here 
for a job and has no particularly vital interest in the welfare of the 
country. The women have a vital interest in the welfare of this coun-
try for it is our country as much as it is you men’s.”

They were women sitting in the driver’s seat back then, just like 
women in Saudi Arabia and many other Muslim countries started 
driving again on June 24, 2018, when laws were updated to give 
them the right.

The global pandemic has shown us that people are safer in a coun-
try governed by a woman.

The most recent and most comprehensive is a University of Liver-
pool study led by Professor Supriya Garikpati, with colleague Uma 
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Kambhampati at the University of Reading. It found countries led 
by women “followed the science” more rigorously and locked down 
earlier than countries led by men. As a result, they have seen so far 
half as many Covid-19 deaths as in male-managed countries.

“Being female-led has provided countries with an advantage in the 
current crisis,” Garikipati said. “Our results clearly indicate that 
women leaders reacted more quickly and decisively in the face 
of potential fatalities. In almost all cases, they locked down ear-
lier than male leaders in similar circumstances… It has certainly 
helped these countries to save lives.”

The study combed data for 194 countries up to May 19, 2020 with 
just 19 of them led by women. But it did not include Taiwan and 
Hong Kong, though women led both. The reason for the exclusion 
was that the World Bank (the study’s leading source of consistently 
comparable macro data) did not cover them. Had they been includ-
ed, given that Hong Kong and Taiwan have been among the world’s 
most successful in containing the coronavirus, Garikipati’s study 
would have reached even more robust conclusions about the supe-
rior performance of women leaders in tackling Covid-19.

This University of Liverpool study confirms the findings of surveys 
that teams at Trinity College Dublin, and the Westminster Foun-
dation for Democracy at King’s College London (in conjunction 
with the Global Institute for Women’s Leadership), had done in 
May 2020.

The Trinity College study, of just 35 countries, found that wom-
en-led economies suffered six times fewer confirmed deaths, with 
more rapid “flattening of the curve” and caseload peaks six times 
lower than those in male-led countries.

It drew particular attention to Scandinavia, where female-led Den-
mark, Norway and Finland moved so much more effectively than 
male-led Sweden.

“Most women-led governments have also placed a stronger empha-
sis on social and environmental well-being, investing more in pub-
lic health and reducing air pollution,” the authors said.
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The Liverpool team confirmed this conclusion. “Nearest neigh-
bor analysis clearly confirms that when women-led countries are 
 compared to countries similar to them along with a range of char-
acteristics, they have performed better, experiencing fewer cases as 
well as fewer deaths,” Garikipati wrote.

The Liverpool study challenges the widespread conventional wis-
dom that women leaders are more risk-averse. While women 
 leaders were risk-averse about lives, they were prepared to take sig-
nificant risks with their economies by locking down early.

Risk aversion may manifest differently in different domains, with 
women leaders being significantly more risk-averse in the domain 
of human life, but more risk-taking in the domain of the economy.

Drawing on the pandemic as a unique global experiment in na-
tional crisis these studies seem to agree that male leaders have in 
general served their countries less well during the pandemic. And 
with examples such as Donald Trump, Jair Bolsonaro, and Boris 
Johnson, the view seems hard to challenge.

Germany’s Angela Merkel of Germany and New Zealand’s Jacinda 
Ardern have proved, in recent months, to be the steadiest and most 
trustworthy leaders. Their steadiness has protected thousands of 
their citizens against Covid-19.

President Tsai-ing Wen of Taiwan and the Hong Kong Chief Exec-
utive Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor are also on the list. Both wom-
en introduced strict lockdown measures that prevented Covid-19 
community transmission while avoiding the draconian practices 
adopted by China.

Taiwan, with a population of about 24 million, has reported just 
770 cases and seven deaths, while Hong Kong with a population of 
more than seven and a half million, has recorded just 12387 cases 
and 213 deaths.

In contrast, three women in the US state of Michigan took President 
Trump down in a critical must win contest in the 2020 U.S. presi-
dential election. These women – Gretchen Whitmer, Dana Nessel 
and Jocelyn Benson – have a lot in common. All three are Demo-
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cratic lawyers and part of Generation X, with long lists of accom-
plishments. Whitmer was the first woman to lead the Democratic 
caucus in the State Senate. Nessel argued before the Supreme Court 
and helped pave the way for the legalization of same-sex marriage. 
And Benson, a Harvard Law School graduate, was the dean of the 
Wayne State University Law School in Detroit.

By 2018, the three were swept into statewide office on a wave that 
flipped much of Michigan’s leadership from red to blue and put 
the three women in charge of running the state for the first time – 
Whitmer, the governor; Nessel, the attorney general; and Benson, 
the secretary of state.

These women share another distinction: They were all targets of 
President Trump.

Trailing in polls to Joe Biden in this crucial battleground state, 
Trump took aggressive aim at Whitmer – “that woman from Mich-
igan,” in his words – and the others, zeroing in on their mission to 
expand voting rights in a state where his 2016 winning margin of 
just 10,704 votes was the narrowest in the country.

In turn, the three women responded forcefully to Trump, denounc-
ing his coronavirus response, suing his administration and tangling 
with him over his mask-less appearance at a Ford auto plant. Whit-
mer, who was in the national spotlight as a potential running mate 
for Mr. Biden, was also a potent foil to Trump in February 2020, 
jointly giving the Democratic response to his State of the Union 
address.

Michigan Democrats believe that the state leaders were a not-so-se-
cret weapon in the 2020 election. They saw the president’s frequent 
barbs – he had called Nessel “the Wacky Do Nothing Attorney Gen-
eral” and Benson a “rogue Secretary of State” – as helping fuel the 
anti-Trump bandwagon in the state, which before 2016 had not vot-
ed for a Republican presidential candidate since 1988.

“We’re enraged. We’re exhausted,” said Lori Goldman, a Bloomfield 
Township realtor who started the group Fems for Dems with about 
a half-dozen suburban Michigan women after the 2016 election. 
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“I’m a woman and I feel the sting of how these women leaders are 
being treated and called names.”

The group, which has grown to more than 8,000 members, worked 
to elect Whitmer, Benson and Nessel. It also helped flip two con-
gressional seats and five seats each in the State’s House and Senate, 
from Republican to Democrat in 2018.

“We are a bunch of dumpy, middle-aged housewives,” Goldman 
said. “That’s the one good thing about getting older; we don’t need 
to have people like you anymore.”

Whitmer had kept up her criticism of the lack of a national strat-
egy to fight the coronavirus, which at the time had infected more 
than 81,000 people in the state and killed more than 6,300 of them, 
and has spoken out against Trump’s comments telling governors to 
“dominate” demonstrators protesting against police brutality and 
racial injustice.

During the campaign, Governor Whitmer said it was “Incumbent 
on every one of us to mask up, from the White House to the State 
House,” adding, “the fact that we’re behind the rest of the world is 
a disgrace.” Nessel has joined or filed dozens of lawsuits to reverse 
policies enacted under President Trump, including one filed on 
July 7, 2020 against the U.S. secretary of education, Betsy DeVos, a 
former chairwoman of the Michigan Republican Party, over a rule 
she instituted reallocating some public school funding to private 
schools.

Nessel called Mr. Trump “a petulant child” after he traveled to Yp-
silanti, Michigan, in May 2020 and declined to wear a mask while 
touring a Ford Motor Company plant. “I swear, some days I wake 
up and think Montgomery Burns is president,” she said, referring to 
the greedy boss in “The Simpsons.”

Trump accused her of scaring businesses away from Michigan with 
her language.

One of Trump’s major concerns surrounding Michigan in Novem-
ber 2020, was Benson’s actions to ensure voting rights amid the 
pandemic. She sent out absentee ballot applications to all 7.7 mil-
lion voters in the state.
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Despite little evidence, Trump repeatedly criticized absentee voting 
as an invitation for election fraud. He focused on Benson’s mailing 
effort, initially threatening to withhold federal money for coronavi-
rus relief before backing off.

In an article published in Newsweek in late May 2020, Benson won-
dered why Trump had singled her out when at least six other states 
were also sending absentee ballot applications to all voters.

“The obvious answer is that Michigan is one of several states that 
will heavily influence the outcome of this year’s presidential elec-
tion,” she wrote. “We cannot let misinformation – whether it comes 
from the White House, the Kremlin, or anywhere else – sow seeds 
of doubt in our elections.”

Others have pointed to another reason for Trump’s attacks: his his-
tory of demeaning prominent women.

“In some ways, it’s not surprising that you’ve got this trifecta of 
women in leadership, all of whom are Democrats,” said Debbie 
Walsh, the director at the Center for American Women and Politics 
at Rutgers University. “All of whom have been exercising leadership 
in making sure that the state remains healthy and have elections 
that function.”

She added, “He sees this all as hostile acts against him.”

The three state leaders are not the only women in Michigan whom 
the president has targeted. He has also repeatedly criticized Mary 
Barra, the chief executive of General Motors, over her decision to 
close American auto manufacturing plants and what he perceived 
as a slow transformation of some plants to make ventilators for vi-
rus treatment.

“Women are sharply viewing it as anti-female,” said Richard Czuba, 
the founder of the Glengariff Group, a nonpartisan polling firm in 
Lansing, Michigan. “I can see him going after Whitmer if he’s wor-
ried about her being on the ticket. But he has systemically attacked 
every prominent female politician in Michigan.”
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The state and national Republican parties adopted Trump’s cam-
paign against the three female leaders, bashing Governor Whitmer’s 
handling of the virus, suing her over her use of emergency powers 
and slamming her frequent appearances on cable news, which they 
called an “audition” to become Mr. Biden’s running mate.

Women perform vital roles for criminal groups, and have been do-
ing so for over 100 years – not that you would know this from most 
accounts. Take Emma Coronel Aispuro, who was arrested in the US 
for her alleged involvement with international drug trafficking. Her 
arrest would have gone unnoticed, except that she was identified 
as the wife of the world-famous drug trafficker Joaquin “El Chapo” 
Guzman Loera.

Such coverage of Coronel’s arrest is a perfect example of what Cecil-
ia Farfan Mendez, a scholar at the Center for US-Mexican Studies at 
the University of California San Diego calls the invisibility paradox 
that benefits criminal groups. Coverage of her arrest was not about 
her role in criminal activities, but her marriage to “El Chapo”.

When law enforcement and the media treat women’s involvement 
in organized crime as exceptional, or the result of romantic or fam-
ily ties, they obscure the managerial functions women perform. It 
can turn them into ideal criminal partners as law enforcement rare-
ly suspects them. Stereotypes of female participation in organized 
crime are also perpetuated as an exception rather than the norm.

The relevant question is not if women are involved in organized 
crime, but how. Women supplied the US illicit drug market as ear-
ly as the 1930s. For example, Maria Dolores Estévez Zuleta, also 
known as Lola la Chata, led a drug-trafficking organization based 
in Mexico City. She entered the drug trade with her mother, who 
moved on from selling coffee and pork rinds to the more profit-
able markets of morphine and marijuana. Beyond Mexico and drug 
trafficking, Yang Fenglan, known as the “Ivory Queen”, was found 
guilty in 2019 of smuggling about 800 elephant tusks worth more 
than $2.5million. Tanzanian authorities accused Yang of running a 
supply chain between Africa and China. In 2013, Naimo Warsame 
was identified as a member of a criminal organization in Canada in-
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volved with firearms trafficking. Court documents show Warsame 
acted as a courier and safe custodian of some firearms.

Women also participate in piracy in Somalia. They facilitate “rela-
tionships” between women and pirates, provide essential resources, 
perform care work in hijacked vessels and invest in piracy oper-
ations. In line with existing work on Japanese organized crime, I 
have found that even when membership is not formally recognized, 
the boss’s wife ensures cohesiveness through her relationship with 
subordinates and female companions.

Why, given clear evidence of women’s roles in criminal groups glob-
ally, does the invisibility paradox endure? On the one hand, it is 
linked to gender stereotypes that assume “normal” or “real” wom-
en are not violent, let alone criminal offenders. On the other hand, 
there is the failure to recognize that women may also choose to par-
ticipate in a crime, notwithstanding romantic or family ties. To be 
sure, criminal organizations often victimize women. But the point 
is that women can be perpetrators as well as victims.

Failing to understand female participation in organized crime has 
implications for economic and social development. The OECD 
estimated in 2016 that global counterfeiting, drug trafficking and 
human trafficking generated $461 billion, $320 billion, and $150 
billion, respectively. In Mexico, where Coronel holds one of her cit-
izenships, (the other is the US), the government estimates that in 
2019 the consequences of crime cost the country about 1.5 per cent 
of gross domestic product, or $20 billion a year.

To the extent that female participation in organized crime is un-
recognized, different genders will continue to experience unequal 
treatment under the law and in society. As victims, women may 
lack equal access to justice. As perpetrators, women should be held 
accountable for their actions.

More research is needed to understand how women participate in 
criminal groups. The UN Office on Drugs and Crime has commis-
sioned a paper to provide an overview of gender-related issues that 
affect the implementation of the Organized Crime Convention, an 
international legal framework for preventing and limiting orga-
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nized crime. The paper will be published later this year.

The goal is to have a holistic understanding of transnational orga-
nized crime, and to assess the measures that states are taking to 
limit and stop these activities. It means analyzing different gender 
identities within criminal operations, their varying experiences in 
the criminal justice system and the roles of international co-oper-
ation and enforcement. In other words, it means transcending the 
perception that Coronel is mostly the wife of you-know-who.

The Notorious Equalizer – R.B.G.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg (RBG), a Jewish legal trailblazer, died on the 
eve of the Jewish New Year, Rosh Hashana 5781 (September 18, 
2020) – a time when Jews reflect on the past and plan the future. In 
the Jewish tradition, a person who dies on the holiday is considered 
a tsaddik – a righteous person.

RBG is the first woman and first Jew, to be honored in death as she 
was in life, in the Capitol Rotunda in Washington D.C. How appro-
priate!

RBG was an equalizer who fought for an equal America for all 
Americans – male and female, of all colors and sexual persuasion. 
She insisted both women and men be given “full citizenship stature 
– equal opportunity to aspire, achieve, participate in and contribute 
to society.”

A legal advocate, she had experienced discrimination as a top law-
yer; she was denied jobs at top New York law firms and a clerk-
ship on the Supreme Court, because she was a woman. But as a 
woman, she persuaded an all-male Supreme Court to apply the 14th 
Amendment’s equal protection clause to sex-based discrimination. 
Then, in 1993, the Senate voted 93-3 to appoint her to serve on the 
 Supreme Court. She was the second woman to rise to that position. 
She was also a woman who became an icon to women of all ages, 
the embodiment of “hope for an empowered future,” a woman who 
thought it was “really dumb” for Colin Kaepernick to kneel during 
the national anthem, and also woman enough to later apologize for 
that remark. She was also a woman who called President Trump a 
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“faker” during an interview in 2016 and later admitted the state-
ment was “ill-advised.” She was also a woman whose intellect was 
respected by men and women alike.

Above all, she was a wife, mother, and grandmother, who died in 
September 2020, aged 87, and since sorely missed.

Power of The Purse
Women today control the purse strings of household budgets and 
the budgets of governments and global organizations.

Thank Allah, Buddha, God and every other deity that Abigail Ad-
am’s warning to her husband has finally been executed and imple-
mented. Women are in control of America’s purse-strings – the 
world’s largest economy. If anyone can fix the current state of eco-
nomic nightmares and restore the American Dream, Biden’s Angels 
will.

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, Commerce Secretary Gina Rai-
mondo, and Trade Czar Katherine Tai, are backed by many women. 
As of this writing, nearly 48 percent of Biden-s confirmed cabinet 
level officials are women. Among them, the first Latino nominated 
as homeland security secretary and the first woman to serve as di-
rector of national intelligence.

The Titanic launch of Biden’s multi-trillion economic stimulus 
packages is evidence of their fingerprints on the economic policies. 
For example, the $2.3 trillion economic spending plan introduced 
in early 2021, included $400 billion to fund the “care economy,” 
supporting home-and-community-based jobs like looking after 
children and seniors – work done mainly by women that’s seldom 
acknowledged.

The plan also has hundreds of billions of dollars more to fix racial 
and rural-urban inequalities.

The pandemic has been “devastating” for women, especially women 
of color, Vice President Kamala Harris said in March 2021 in an 
interview with USA TODAY.
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“I think that the pandemic has exposed the failures, the fractures, 
the fissures that have long existed in our society and it has made 
them bigger and more obvious,” she said.

The pandemic has magnified America’s gender inequality while 
holding back the decades of progress women have made. Women 
have left the workforce in alarming numbers. Female entrepreneurs 
find their shops shuttered or empty. Burdened with the brunt of 
childcare responsibilities while children are learning from home, 
Black and Latino women, in particular are falling deeper into pov-
erty. Harris characterizes the regression as a “national emergency.”

She said America needs a commitment to universal sick leave and 
paid family leave and “child care needs to be affordable and avail-
able.”

Covid-19 has resulted in the disappearance of more than 4.5 mil-
lion child-care slots across the country because of social distancing 
and lockdowns, according to The Center for American Progress.

“We have many places in the country, including our rural commu-
nities, that are experiencing what we call child care deserts. So even 
before the pandemic, child care was not available and it certainly 
was not affordable,” Harris said.

Women leaders can bring a fresh perspective to economic policy, 
experts say. And, Biden’s Angels and the rest of the economic team 
leading the flock with champions of organized labor and margin-
alized workers, signaling an early focus on efforts to speed up and 
spread the gains of the recovery from the pandemic recession.

 “When you’re different from the rest of the group you often see 
things differently,” says Rebecca Henderson, a Harvard Business 
School professor and author of Reimagining Capitalism in a World 
on Fire. “We’re in a moment of enormous crisis. We need new ways 
of thinking.”

Over the past 50 years 57 women have been president or prime 
minister of countries, but institutions that make economic policies 
and decisions, have been mainly run by men.
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Besides Biden’s Angels, the Angels outside the US are, Christine 
Lagarde at the head of the flock of all genders at the European Cen-
tral Bank, Kristalina Georgieva at the International Monetary Fund 
and Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala at the World Trade Organization – jobs 
held by men a decade ago.

Women are running finance ministries in 16 countries and 14 of the 
world’s central banks.

“When women are involved the evidence is very clear. Communi-
ties are better, the world is better,” Georgieva said in January 2021, 
citing research compiled by the IMF and other institutions. “Wom-
en make great leaders because we show empathy and speak up for 
the most vulnerable people. Women are decisive…and women can 
be more willing to find a compromise.”

A study by the American Psychological Association shows U.S. 
states with women governors had fewer Covid-19 deaths, and Har-
vard Business Review reported women got significantly better rat-
ings in 360-degree assessments of 60,000 leaders between March 
and June 2020.

In institutions the IMF fund, women account for less than two per-
cent of CEOs and less than 20 percent of executive board members. 
But the institutions that women manage show greater financial re-
silience and stability.

Eric LeCompte, a UN adviser and executive director of a non-prof-
it that advocates for debt relief, noticed a clear difference during 
a meeting with Yellen and leaders of Christian and Jewish faith 
groups in March 2021.

“I’ve been meeting with Treasury Secretaries for 20 years, and their 
talking points have been entirely different,” he says. “In every area 
we discussed Yellen put the emphasis on empathy and the impact of 
policies on vulnerable communities.”

Her male predecessors had a “brass tacks” approach that focused 
on “numbers not people” and never used words like “vulnerable,” 
he adds.
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The stakes are high due to the global recession related to the pan-
demic is a “she-session” because of how hard it has hit women, 
economists say.

McKinsey found women who comprise 39 percent of the global 
workforce accounted for 54 percent in job losses. In the US, they 
accounted for more than half the 10 million jobs lost, and over two 
million have left the workforce altogether.

The IMF estimates that bringing these women back to work could 
boost GDP by five percent in the US, nine percent in Japan, and an 
astounding 27 percent in India.

The rise of female leaders should lead to “a more inclusive…re-
sponse to the many, many challenges that are the legacy of Covid,” 
says World Bank’s chief economist Carmen Reinhart.

Tai, the first woman of color to lead the US Trade Representative’s 
Office, has told her staff to think “outside the box,” embrace diversi-
ty and talk to communities long ignored.

Okonjo-Iweala, twice Nigerian finance minister and its first wom-
an foreign minister, served as a managing director at the World 
Bank and is also the first African to head the WTO, says addressing 
women’s needs will be an essential step towards rebuilding eroded 
faith in national and global institutions, and “the lesson for us is [to] 
make sure … we don’t sink into business as usual.”

With all the global trading disputes the WTO is facing, especially 
the U.S.-China trade war, the organization cannot continue to do 
business as usual.

“I’m very happy. I’m the first woman and the first African [to head 
the organization]. Why not? That’s what I tell people. But I don’t 
think it’s about those two attributes. I think it is about competence,” 
Okonjo-Iweala told the South China Morning Post’s Women of Our 
Time conference that coincided with International Women’s Day. 
She said she had already experienced glass cliff situations – a phe-
nomenon where women are chosen over men for leadership roles 
in organizations when the chance of failure is high – during her 
career.
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“My advice to people is that sexism is not your problem, it is the 
problem of the sexist. Racism is not your problem. You are who you 
are. I like who I am. It is the problem of the other person; if they 
don’t like me, I’m black, I’m African, so keep going.”

Craig VanGrasstek, a trade historian told the conference Okon-
jo-Iweala’s authority would be limited. “Electing someone WTO di-
rector general is like making them the captain of a ship but denying 
them control of the engines.”

Julia Gillard, Australia’s first woman prime minister (2010-2013), 
told the conference that glass cliff situations played out in the early 
months of her tenure, as people judged her in part, based on gender.

“The longer I was prime minister, the discourse grew more and 
more gendered as there were heated arguments about various pol-
icy issues, and it was much more likely that I would be insulted in 
gendered terms, much of it very, very crude,” said Gillard.

Women Entrepreneurs
When Alice Zhang set out in 2018 to raise funding for her drug 
discovery start-up, investors kept asking her about Theranos, the 
blood testing start-up led by the entrepreneur Elizabeth Holmes 
that had collapsed in scandal.

Zhang was confused. Her start-up, Verge Genomics, uses artificial 
intelligence to aid in the discovery of therapeutic drugs. It is entirely 
different from Theranos’s business of marketing blood testing ma-
chines as a diagnostic tool.

Holmes had been accused of criminal fraud. Zhang had not.

But the pattern was clear. When Verge Genomics raised funding 
later that year, a prominent industry columnist wrote an article that 
compared Zhang with Holmes. Although the comparisons dissipat-
ed as her startup grew, Zhang, 32, said that she hears similar stories 
from other female founders, even though “I could see no similarity 
besides the fact that we’re both women in the hard-science space.”

A generation of female entrepreneurs – particularly those in life 
sciences, biotechnology and health care – is still operating in the 
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shadow of Holmes. Though Theranos shut down in 2018, Holmes 
continues to loom large across the start-up world because of the 
audacity of her story, which has permeated popular culture and 
left behind a seemingly indelible image of how conniving female 
founders can push boundaries. 

The tabloid-like saga began when Holmes started Theranos at the 
age of 19. She was soon lauded as the next Steve Jobs, crowned the 
world’s youngest billionaire and lionized on numerous magazine 
covers. But after a 2015 investigation by The Wall Street Journal 
raised questions about Holmes’s claims about Theranos, she spec-
tacularly fell from grace. Her implosion captured the public’s imag-
ination, leading to a documentary, a book, a podcast and a coming 
mini-series starring Amanda Seyfried.

Many female founders said they already had to prove that they be-
longed in the male-dominated field of start-ups. But in recent years, 
they faced the additional hurdle of fighting assumptions that they 
were like Holmes – something their male counterparts have gener-
ally not had to face.

“There was already a higher bar before Theranos, because we don’t 
fit the pattern,” said Falon Fatemi, who cofounded Node, an artifi-
cial intelligence start-up, and Fireside, a media distribution start-
up. “This just makes it that much harder.”

For Heather Bowerman, 36, the fallout from Theranos has been 
longstanding. Bowerman founded DotLab, which has developed 
a test to help identify endometriosis, a chronic disorder, in 2016. 
At meetings with some investors, she said, she was often required 
to explain how DotLab would be different from Theranos. DotLab 
planned to publish its results in peer-reviewed journals, something 
Theranos never did, she said. Still, Ms. Bowerman decided to hold 
off on raising venture capital funding, relying instead on govern-
ment grants to get DotLab off the ground.

DotLab has since published results of studies validating its tests in 
peer-reviewed journals and recruited an advisory board of doctors 
and scientists, and it is conducting a clinical trial. The company 
raised $12million in 2019. Even so, the stigma from Holmes per-
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sists, Bowerman said. “I still today see hesitation by traditional VCs 
to fund a diagnostics company,” she said. “It really narrows the list 
to a short list of potential investors.”

Julia Cheek, the founder of Everly Health, which provides at-home 
health tests through its subsidiary, Everlywell, said at a conference 
in 2019 that comparisons with Holmes were so frequent that col-
leagues even suggested she dye her hair so that the connections 
would stop. Both women have blond hair. Cheek did not change 
her hair color.

Cheek, 37, attributed the constant analogies to the fact that few fe-
male founded companies get to a certain size and profile, which 
magnifies the actions of those that do. “Women founders have to 
navigate these types of questions that their male counterparts sim-
ply don’t have to answer,” she said.

The frequent comparisons are pernicious, many entrepreneurs said. 
For example, in conversations with investors, female founders often 
field what researchers call “prevention” questions, which are framed 
negatively and designed to prevent losses. But male founders are 
more often asked “promotion” questions about a start-up’s possibil-
ities, which allow them to focus on their hopes and ideals, accord-
ing to researchers at London Business School and Harvard.

“If you’re offered a promotion question, you can answer in a pro-
motional way,” said Andy Coravos, founder of HumanFirst, an at-
home health care startup. “The core issue you have with Elizabeth 
Holmes is, it’s a prevention question.”

Some women said they also felt caught in a start-up ecosystem that 
venerates bold, disruptive businesses, with investors often forgiv-
ing those who bend the rules or who take shortcuts in pursuit of 
growth.

Beth Esponnette, the founder of Unspun, a custom jeans company, 
said investors had frequently encouraged her to be more aggressive, 
sometimes to the point of dishonesty. One of them once advised 
her to increase her revenue projections by a wildly unrealistic level 
ten times.
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Esponnette published an essay describing this struggle titled “I Get 
It, Elizabeth Holmes.” Many of Holmes’s actions were inexcusable, 
Esponnette, 33, wrote. “But I still believe that she thought she was 
doing the right thing taking the universal advice of Silicon Valley: 
‘Fake it till you make I’.”

Holmes case has been held up as a parable of Silicon Valley’s swash-
buckling “fake it till you make it” culture that has helped propel the 
region’s start-ups to unfathomable riches and economic power.

In July 2021, Verge Genomics struck a three-year partnership with 
the pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly to work on drugs to treat amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis, or ALS, Zhang said. Last year, the company 
published a paper about its methods in a scientific journal and re-
cruited a chief science officer.

It was a relief to have something to show to those who were doubt-
ful, Zhang said. “The most fragile part of the company is the ear-
liest stage, when you have to buy into the people, the vision and 
the idea,” she said. Then, reflecting on Holmes and Theranos, she 
added, “It’s where these types of associations can be really harmful 
and curtail potential.”

Kamala Harris and Kim Ng Hit Home Runs
In November 2020, Vice President Kamala Harris made history 
when she was elected the US vice president. She was the first wom-
an and a person of African and Asian ancestry to reach the office. 
Also, in November 2020, Kim Ng became the first woman and first 
Asian American to assume the office of general manager of any of 
the four major American professional sports leagues – the Major 
League Baseball team, the Miami Marlins.

The Sports Illustrated had called it seven years before. “Write 
it down: Ng may become baseball’s first female GM,” it said in 
2013with crystal clear prescience in a cover feature that ranked her 
38 on the “101” Most Influential Minorities in Sport.”

Ng would have been GM several times over already if she was male. 
She had been turned down for a similar job by at least five other 
teams over the previous 15 years.
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Speaking to Sportnet on International Women’s Day in March 2020, 
Ng posited that a first female general manager would not be an easy 
appointment to make.

“We see female world leaders, CEOs, secretaries of state. There’s no 
reason there shouldn’t be a woman general manager,” she said. “I 
think it’s gonna take a bold, courageous gender-blind owner.”

Marlins’ Bruce Sherman and Derek Jeter, the former Yankees short-
stop, who is president in Miami and knows Ng from taking two 
World Series titles to Yankee Stadium, were such owners.

Ng celebrated her achievement with her four sisters and her moth-
er, born in China and moved to the US as a five-year-old.

The Wave
The election of Harris and the appointment of Ng triggered a tsu-
nami of articles and books about women’s struggle to be acknowl-
edged and accepted for what they are – more than just sexual ob-
jects and homemakers.

A parallel Hong Kong woman story, with a backspin, is foreign born 
Hongkongers, who have achieved political prominence in their ad-
opted countries, rising to become political leaders, notwithstanding 
the racism they and their parents and family have endured.

Hazel Chu, the first ethnically Chinese Lord Mayor of Dublin, is 
such a woman. Born of immigrant parents from Hong Kong, Hazel 
Chu became, in 2019, the first Green Party councilor to be elected 
in the local polls for the ward of Pembroke in Dublin. She was also 
elected chair of the party the same year. In June 2020, some five 
months before Harris and Ng rose to new heights, Chu was elected 
the 352nd Lord Moyor of Dublin. She was, then, the ninth woman 
to take over that position, but still more notably, the first ethnically 
Chinese person to hold a political office in Ireland and the first to 
be mayor of a major European capital.

Hazel Chu’s story is emotionally and succinctly narrated by John 
Carney, in a piece titled, An inspired journey, in the South China 
Morning Post.
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Sexist Laughing Matter
The male sexist backlash that, in my opinion was over-the-top, was 
on global display for all to see in March 2021, when a video promot-
ing Intel’s Evo laptops featured female stand-up comedian Yang Li 
was removed from the air because she had been accused of being 
sexist and a man-hater. Yang is known for her jokes directed at men, 
most notably for saying, “they look so mediocre, yet they manage to 
be so confident,” had courted controversy before. So, for her to say 
that “Intel’s standards [for laptops] are too high, even higher than 
mine for choosing a boyfriend” seemed pretty tame. But it resulted 
in such a social media backlash that Intel took the video down.

Whether Yang in the Intel advertisement was funny doesn’t matter 
now that the grotesquely sexist backlash has taken the spotlight. 
Many male social media users felt Yang was not qualified to pro-
mote a “male user-oriented” product. “Intel is mainly for male us-
ers, and women don’t understand electronic products,” says one 
post. Really?

How about Hollywood star Hedy Lamar, who created a frequen-
cy-hopping communication system to guide torpedoes without be-
ing detected during World War Il? Her work laid the groundwork 
for modem inventions such as Wi-fi, GPS, and Bluetooth. 

Talking about women inventors like Lamarr, let’s not forget the 
physicist,  Dr. Arianna Wright Rosenbluth. She played an important 
role in developing the Metropolis algorithm, a technique for gen-
erating random samplings, that started out as a way to understand 
a fundamental problem: how atoms rearrange themselves as solids 
melt.

Over the decades, the Metropolis algorithm and its subsequent 
variations have been put to various uses. They now serve as an un-
derpinning to understanding critical challenges of our age, includ-
ing making sense of vast volumes of data, predicting election out-
comes and understanding the spread of the coronavirus behind the 
current pandemic.

Despite her extraordinary work and despite earning her Ph.D. from 
Harvard University at 21, Arianna Rosenbluth left the field in her 
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mid-20s and rarely talked about her scientific achievement after-
ward. Nevertheless, the Metropolis algorithm she programmed is 
the basis of today’s Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods, the math-
ematics of probability, and statistics that provide simulations for 
complex problems that do not have convenient solutions. These 
methods have been used in millions of applications, spreading well 
beyond physics to chemistry, biology, and social science. For exam-
ple, Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods are applied to economic 
and political forecasts and for modeling the spread of Covid-19.

“It has earned a permanent place among the most important com-
puter algorithms of all time,” said Adam Iaizzi, a physicist who ded-
icated his 2018 doctoral dissertation to Dr. Rosenbluth. “Almost 70 
years later, it is still taught in every beginning computational phys-
ics course.”

Arianna Rosenbluth was an accomplished fencer, winning not only 
women’s championships but also men’s. But her plans to compete in 
the Olympics were foiled, first by the cancellation of the 1944 sum-
mer Games during World War Il, then by a lack of funds for travel 
to the London Games in 1948.

She received her master’s degree in physics from Radcliffe College, 
an institution for women with close ties to Harvard, and immedi-
ately began doctoral studies at Harvard.

At the time, female physicists were exceedingly rare, and not always 
welcomed into the fold. Her son, Alan, also a physicist, had said 
that when his mother had set out to find a dissertation adviser. She 
initially approached the physicist Felix Bloch. He told her flat out, 
without malice, but just as a fact, that he wouldn’t take female Ph.D. 
students.

She eventually did her doctoral research under the supervision of 
John Hasbrouck Van Vleck. She obtained her Ph.D. in 1949, mak-
ing her the fifth woman to earn a doctorate in physics from Harvard 
since it began awarding it in 1873.

Arianna Rosenbluth honed her computing skills when she verified 
analytic calculations for the first full-scale test of a thermonuclear 
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bomb, in 1952, code-named Ivy Mike. Separately, she and her hus-
band Dr. Marshall Rosenbluth collaborated with Dr. Edward Teller, 
father of the thermonuclear bomb, his wife, the mathematician Au-
gusta Teller, and the mathematical physicist Nicholas Metropolis to 
use random sampling to simulate a specific phenomenon in phys-
ics: the rearrangement of atoms when a solid melts.

The work resulted in the Metropolis algorithm. The group pub-
lished its seminal paper, “Equation of State Calculations by Fast 
Computing Machines,” in The Journal of Chemical Physics in 1953.

Marshall Rosenbluth told an interviewer in 2003 that the group had 
discovered an entirely new approach to doing physics, thanks in 
large part to the advent of computers.

Arianna Rosenbluth’s contribution was crucial. “She actually did 
all the coding, which at that time was a new art for these new 
machines,” said Marshall Rosenbluth in 2003. Sophisticated pro-
gramming tools were still years away, so Arianna Rosenbluth pro-
grammed the strings of I’s and o’s a computer understands.

“This was someone at the start of an extraordinary career, really 
punching above anyone’s weight at the time,” said Benjamin Pope, 
a computational astrophysicist, and lecturer at the University of 
Queensland in Brisbane, Australia.

“So she makes a serious contribution to statistical physics and then 
she’s never heard from again,” said Dr. Pope, who created a Wikipe-
dia page about Arianna Rosenbluth. “And today you couldn’t throw 
a rock down the street in Palo Alto or Berkeley without finding 
someone who’s running MCMC,” he added, referring to the tech-
rich cities in California. 

Arianna Rosenbluth died on December 28, 2020, from complica-
tions of Covid-19. She was 93.

Andrew Gelman, a statistician and political scientist at Columbia 
University in New York, pointed out that many applications to-
day use a program called Stan, which is based on a variant of the 
Metropolis algorithm. Dr. Gelman and his colleagues named the 
program after Stanislaw Ulam, a co-creator of the Monte Carlo 
 methods.
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“Maybe we should’ve called it Arianna,” he said.

Isn’t it time to stop the sexist statements about women and their 
supposed lack of knowledge of electronics?

Today, it looks like the joke’s on Intel. First, it launched a series of 
Mac-slamming advertisements that seem way too defensive and 
vindictive for a tech giant. And now it is appeasing people who are 
hanging onto the outdated stereotype of the technologically chal-
lenged woman, even as women are making huge strides in the digi-
tal era, especially in China.

Are all Chinese women, who supposedly don’t understand elec-
tronic products, including entrepreneurs who have been thriving 
in the digital age and using technology to boost their careers and 
businesses in incredible ways, to conclude that Intel is not for them?

And for all women’s purchasing power, we now need to consider 
whether Intel pulling its advertisement after complaints pointed out 
that its products are “male user-oriented” should factor into wom-
ens purchasing decisions.

What is most annoying about nonsensical statements like “women 
don’t understand electronic products” is that, again, we forget that 
in the old days, these products were not designed by women, did 
not have marketing to women in mind, and therefore could not re-
ally sell in the female market.

It’s more accurate to say that the makers of electronic products did 
not understand women. But they have been made aware of that and 
have, over the years, learned to create products that suit women and 
men. Good tech, like all good products, sells across gender bound-
aries.

I suppose this is a reminder for women and the majority of very 
sensible and respectable men, who are not sexist and can take a 
joke, that even if an entire month is devoted every year to honor 
women and their extraordinary achievements, there will still be a 
lot of work remaining to be done.

Silencing women these days no laughing matter.
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Despite their aborting or abandoning females, China and India are 
breeding grounds for female comics – who make fun of men and 
their dated macho thinking.

Female comedians in India are debunking the myths that women 
cannot be funny and that comedy is the domain of men. Nothing is 
taboo for them. Sexuality, pregnancy, menstruation, arranged mar-
riages, casual sex, body shaming and virginity are all subjects for 
jokes. They ignore traditions and poke fun at the sexism and patri-
archy that’s rampant in the conservative nation of 1.3 billion people.

Neeti Palta takes aim at the patriarchy, and Syama Harini’s potshots 
at menstruation shame have resonated with their audiences. Su-
mukhi Suresh, Kaneez Surka and Mallika Dua’s video, A Woman’s 
Besties, considers pregnancy fears and the disgust at receiving sexts 
and nudes, along with other subjects thought too delicate for public 
discussion.

Aditi Mittal, whose 2017 series Things They Wouldn’t Let Me Say was 
the first Netflix comedy special by an Indian woman, couches sharp 
social commentary in seemingly ordinary jokes. Ladies Up, a col-
lection of four 15-minute pieces by Prashasti Singh, Supriya Joshi, 
Niveditha Prakasam and Kaneez Surkh looks at female pleasures, 
foreplay, Tinder misadventures and breastfeeding.

“I think Indians in general are warming up to the idea of funny 
women. This has helped us carve our own space in the industry,” 
says Mumbai-based Prashasti Singh, who has an MBA and gave up 
a lucrative corporate job to become a comedian.

The covid lockdown has helped Instagram become hugely popular 
particularly after the Narendra Modi government banned TikTok in 
July 2020. “Indians are so used to consuming Bollywood, make-be-
lieve, male-centric humor, that when we brought the female gaze to 
entertainment, it was hailed as refreshing,” said Singh.

Rocket Woman
“Naturally you needed a man with the courage to ride on top of a 
rocket, and you were grateful that such men existed,” Tom Wolfe 
wrote in The Right Stuff, his exposé of the astronauts behind Project 
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Mercury in the late 1950s and early ‘60s – America’s first space flight 
program. They were men who, as Wolfe put it, had “the right stuff.”

But a number of the unsung heroes in humanity’s quest in space 
were women. Dana Ulery became the first female engineer at NA-
SA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1961, and was crucial to the suc-
cess of John Glenn’s orbital space flight in 1962.

The biographical drama Hidden Figures (2016) highlighted the vital 
roles three mathematicians – Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson and 
Dorothy Vaughan – also played in the success of Glenn’s mission.

For former NASA engineer Beth Moses, who now works in the 
commercial sector for Virgin Galactic, growing up in Chicago’s 
suburbs a decade or so after Project Mercury and seeing posters in 
libraries and televised shuttle launches, space exploration became a 
personal goal.

“I was really fortunate to grow up when there was a robust interna-
tional human space effort,” Moses said. “NASA astronauts and even 
Russian cosmonauts were part of everyday culture. The latest Pepsi 
commercial had a space shuttle launching.” 

“I always knew I wanted to build and fly spacecraft. That’s probably 
because I was a little bit of a tomboy and tinkerer, even when I was 
a very young girl.”

Hard on the heels of cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin – the first human to 
orbit the Earth in 1961 – fellow Soviet Valentina Tereshkova became 
the first woman to travel into space. By the time of her flight in June 
1963, the US had already launched six Project Mercury astronauts, 
logging a cumulative 34 Earth orbits and 51 hours in space. In her 
own continuous Tereshkova logged 48 orbits over 71 hours, almost 
eclipsing the total US efforts up to that point. Twenty years behind 
Tereshkova, the first American woman Sally Ride, flew into space 
in 1983. The following year, Soviet Svetlana Savitskaya became the 
first woman to walk in space. 

“I certainly did have heroes,” says the former NASA engineer Beth 
Moses. “When I became aware of astronauts as a profession, the 
contemporary working astronauts were the early space shuttle as-
tronauts.
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“So Sally Ride is a classic example, as is her whole astronaut class. 
But also the whole era of early shuttle astronauts like John Young 
and Bob Crippen.”

Space travel, like many earthbound fields, is a frontier dominated 
by men. Only 11 percent of those who have ventured into space 
have been women – and only in second place whether to travel to 
space, orbit the Earth, or walk in space.

Moses earned a bachelor’s and master’s degree in aeronautical and 
astronautical engineering at Purdue University in the US state of 
Indiana. During that period, she was accepted into a NASA stu-
dent employment program at the Johnson Space Center. She later 
joined NASA as a full-time engineer, the only student accepted by 
the space center that year.

“I worked on the International Space Station,” Moses says. “I start-
ed when the ISS was on the drawing board. And then, when it was 
finally built, I tried to figure out what was next.”

During her work on the space station, Moses had little time to con-
template gender roles at NASA. 

“We were facing so many integration challenges that, honestly, no 
one ever cared what color you were, what gender you were, what 
country you came from or what language you spoke. All anybody 
really ever cared about was if you showed up at the table with solu-
tions and could translate everybody else’s input at the table,” Moses 
says.

“I can honestly say, I have never experienced a gender related chal-
lenge other than people asking me to describe gender related chal-
lenges... There were design requirements for the space station that 
did explicitly call out the gender, but only in a technical sense. The 
design requirements were literally to accommodate everyone from 
the fifth percentile Japanese female to the 95th percentile American 
male.”

As companies such as Elon Musk’s SpaceX and Richard Branson’s 
Virgin Galactic work towards making commercial space travel vi-
able, the industry has the potential to level the field of gender in-
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equality. But will the trend of men first, women second, continue?

The triumphant return test flight of SpaceX’s Dragon Crew Demo-2 
to the ISS this year heralded a “turning point for America’s future 
in space exploration”, according to a company statement. Its crew 
members were all-male. 

NASA astronaut and aerospace engineer Jeanette Epps is one to 
watch as she joins the first operational Boeing crew mission to the 
International Space Station planned for next year.

Vice-president of communications at Virgin Galactic, Aleanna 
Crane, joined the company for an opportunity to “be part of some-
thing that was breaking new ground.”

“We’ve been lucky to attract talented women who are in a variety of 
leadership roles and individual contributor roles,” Crane says. “We 
have many great women in communications, sales and marketing 
roles, as well as across the various technical, engineering and busi-
ness roles around the company.”

Moses joined Virgin Galactic as chief astronaut instructor in 2013. 
Her lateral move to the first publicly traded space flight company 
sent her career skywards. In February 2019, she became the first 
woman to make a space flight on a commercially launched craft. 

More importantly, she was the first person to be unstrapped from 
her seat during a suborbital mission. “All of my experience leading 
up to that point was perfectly tuned and uniquely suited to the mis-
sion. If you’re going to train others to fly, it’s best if you have done it 
yourself,” Moses says. 

“In my years at NASA, I had completed close to 1,000 parabolas of 
zero-gravity research. So, the idea of going in and out of weightless-
ness rapidly, and performing very complex, potentially dangerous 
tasks was well within my background.”

Moses’ unstrapping at the apogee point – where a spacecraft reaches 
the pinnacle of a suborbital flight – was a crucial test for establish-
ing how commercial passengers would handle navigating weight-
lessness on future Galactic flights.
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The notion that the world’s middle class could have the opportunity 
to peer at the “blue marble” before 2100 is not insignificant. In Mo-
ses’ opinion, as the 571st human being and the 63rd woman to travel 
into space, and whose test made her commercial astronaut 007, the 
ability to do so would be a giant leap for mankind.

“The sight of Earth from space, especially if you are completely still 
and weightless like I was, is a life-changing event,” she says. “I don’t 
say that because I’m a space geek. I say that because every human 
being who has ever been to space comes back and says the same 
thing. “The more people that can see Earth from space, the better 
we will take care of each other would be a global awakening. It’s 
incredibly meaningful that we see ourselves as humans first and any 
dividing labels, like gender, second.” 

About 600 customers have booked a US$250,000 seat to travel with 
Virgin Galactic into space – more than the total number of people 
who have done so to date. Another 700 people have put down US$ 
1,000 deposits as part of Virgin Galactic’s One Small Step program 
to cope with demand, which guarantees the first right of refusal for 
a seat.

“We have thousands and thousands of people who want to go,” 
Crane says. “A lot of our customers are of an era who watched the 
moon landing. So they have wanted to go since they were kids, 
which is also a big part of where Sir Richard Branson’s dream began. 
The ultimate dream is to democratize space travel, providing that 
transformative experience of space to all.”

Dr. Swati Mohan, an alumnus of Cornell University and Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, migrated to the States with her par-
ents from India when she was one year old. When she confirmed 
the touchdown of the perseverance rover on Mars and said it was 
“ready to begin seeking the signs of past life,” the mission control 
center in Pasadena, California, erupted in joy with high fives.

What made the success even sweeter for Mohan was that the Perse-
verance Rover, which was designed to explore the Martian terrain 
and atmosphere, had a descended into Mars’ Jezero Crater that was 
described as “seven minutes of terror.”
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Doctors Rosenbluth, Mohan and many other woman engineers in 
the space program, have shown girls of all colors and religions that 
it’s not rocket science that women can drive rockets just like men.

James Springer and Neeta Lai have both written great in-depth arti-
cles about the contributions of women scientists for the South –Chi-
na Morning Post, much of which I have copied. Their writings are 
listed in the Research Library.

Black Sisters Struggle & Climb
On January 20, 2021, the day Joe Biden was inaugurated president, 
future presidential aspirant, 22-year-old Black-American, Amanda 
Gorman became the youngest poet to recite her work at the Biden 
inauguration. She is also the first person to announce her inten-
tion to run for president in 2036 when she would have become old 
enough to do so. Seeing Vice-President Kamala Harris poised to 
take office reinvigorated her plans.

“There’s no denying that a victory for her is a victory for all of us 
who would like to see ourselves represented as women of color in 
office,” Gorman said of Harris.

Her first foray into public speaking came as a second-grade mono-
logue in the voice of Chief Osceola of Florida’s Seminole tribe. “I’m 
sure anyone who saw it was kind of aghast at this 15-pound Black 
girl who was pretending to die on stage as a Native American chief,” 
she said.

But what a perfect metaphor of the struggle and abuse Black wom-
en and Native-American women have been subjected to by Ameri-
ca’s political and law enforcement systems. According to an investi-
gation by the Marshall Project, a disproportionate number of Black 
girls are subjected to police violence.

There is no comprehensive national database of violent interactions 
between police and civilians. But checking data for six large po-
lice departments that provided detailed demographic information 
on use-of-force incidents revealed that nearly 4,000 youths 17 and 
under experienced police violence between 2015-2020. Almost 800 
of the children and teens – roughly 20 percent of the total – were 
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Black girls. White girls were involved in about 120 cases, represent-
ing only three percent of use-of-force incidents involving minors.

When police use force against civilians, only a small portion of in-
cidents wind up with a trip to an emergency room. Nevertheless, in 
California, almost 16,000 children and teens went to the hospital 
after interacting with law enforcement between 2005 and 2017, ac-
cording to an analysis published in September 2021 by researchers 
from the University of California, Berkeley.

Karen Hastie Williams became the first Black woman in 1974 to 
serve as a US Supreme Court clerk, working for Justice Thurgood 
Marshall. Williams attended an integrated school in Philadelphia 
in the 1950s. She had white friends and came from a long line of 
distinguished Black lawyers and judges; Thurgood Marshall was her 
godfather. It didn’t occur to her that someone might stand in her 
way because of her skin color.

So when the school guidance counselor told her she would some-
day make a “a really good store clerk,” instead of encouraging her 
to go to law school like she wanted to, she thought to herself, “Not 
quite what I had in mind.”

In 1991, Anita Hill, a Black law professor, who testified during Clar-
ence Thomas’s Supreme Court confirmation hearings, was not tak-
en seriously by an all-white-male Senate Judicial Committee about 
her complaint of sexual-harassment by Justice Thomas.

In her 2021 book, Believing: Our Thirty-Year Journey to End Gender 
Violence, Hill connects the dots between seemingly disparate social 
ills – school shootings, campus sexual assault, domestic violence 
and homelessness, as well as the gender and racial dynamics behind 
each – to show how they create a culture in which gender-based vi-
olence is able to thrive. She describes it as “the literal and figurative 
foot on women’s necks.”

Germany, led by Chancellor Angela Merkel for 16 years, elected its 
first Black woman to Parliament in the September 2021 election. 
Awet Tesfaiesus, was born in Eritrea 47-years ago, and arrived in 
West Germany in the 1980s when Germany remained divided as 
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West and East. A lawyer and member of the Green Party, running 
with the campaign slogan of “courage to change,” she was disgusted 
at the public’s apathy after a racist extremist attack at two hookah 
bars in Hanau in February 2020, that killed nine people, many of 
them German citizens, who like her own 10-year-old son, were seen 
by some as foreign because of the color of their skin. She decided 
to do something about it. Run for office to bring about real change.

She started serving on the Kassel City Council in 2016, where she 
supported anti-discrimination legislation, informed by her first-
hand knowledge and experience of how racism affects daily life in 
Germany.

A Black woman in the Bundestag! WOW! 

Racism in Europe is widespread towards women of color – espe-
cially Roma women.

Persecuted for centuries, many Roma people in Europe – the con-
tinent’s largest ethnic minority – lived in segregated communities 
with limited access to amenities and health care. Women and girls 
were also expected to become wives and mothers at a young age, 
which some say caused stress and isolation.

Pretty Loud, an all Roma female hip-hop six-member band from 
Serbia, who are in their mid-teens to the late twenties, aimed to 
change that. 

“They are taught when they grow up that they will get married, 
cook and raise kids, but we want to change this,” Silvia Sinani, 24 
said of Roma girls, adding that such expectations made it hard for 
women and girls to finish their educations. One of the band’s goals 
is to show that there is another way. “We want every girl to decide 
for herself,” Sinani said.

Indigenous Women Suffering
Native-Americans, like Black-Americans, are subjected to abuse 
and neglect by the system created by the White man. Best evidenced 
by the disproportionate number of Covid-19 cases and deaths, and 
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overall healthcare. Especially for women suffering from breast can-
cer.

Among early-stage breast cancer patients, Native-American and 
Alaska Native women have significantly higher rates of mastec-
tomies and lower rates of breast-conserving therapy than White 
women, according to a 2021 study published by the Annals of Sur-
gical Oncology. 

The disparity could be due to health care access barriers many Na-
tive-Americans on reservations face, including lack of on-site cancer 
care, transportation, insurance and patient education. Breast-con-
servation therapy requires multiple visits to the doctor. It is not a 
feasible option for many rural Native-American women, probably 
leading to the decision to have a mastectomy.

“That’s where a substantial portion of the issue, I think, rests,” said 
surgical oncologist Dr. Jennifer Erdrich, the study’s lead author 
and a tribal member of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa. 
“If someone’s in a very rural area and they have no subspecialty 
oncology services, and all their access is a general surgeon ... that 
surgeon’s only choice he might be able to offer is a mastectomy.”

The University of Arizona professor’s study is believed to be the 
first to examine breast cancer surgical patterns in Indigenous wom-
en. The disparities it unveiled were starker between regions: In the 
Northern Plains, almost half of Indigenous women with early-stage 
breast cancer had mastectomies, compared with about 36% of white 
women. Among Alaska Natives patients, 47% were found to have 
gotten mastectomies compared with just a third of White women.

Co-author Angela Monetathchi said previous research has ex-
plored rural and minority women’s barriers to breast cancer care, 
including travel time, financial reasons, child care, caregiving and 
insurance. “A lot of papers touched on these different themes,” said 
Monetathchi, who is Comanche. “What’s frustrating is that, since 
so many papers are touching on it, my question was, ‘Why is it still 
happening, then?’ ”

Indigenous women, researchers say, have the lowest breast cancer 
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survival rate among all racial groups, and cancer is their leading 
cause of death. Indigenous people suffer from an alarming degree 
of health disparities compared with white people, and they rely on 
the chronically underfunded federal Indian Health Service.

Marc Emerson, an epidemiologist and professor at the University 
of North Carolina’s Gillings School of Global Public Health, said 
prevention and early detection are difficult with limited resources.

Emerson, who is Navajo and Jemez, grew up on a farm in New 
Mexico’s northwest Shiprock community on the Navajo Reser-
vation. When his father was diagnosed with late-stage stomach 
cancer, Emerson used to drive him more than 200 miles south of 
Shiprock-about three and-a-half hours – for consultations and sur-
gical treatments in Albuquerque, New Mexico. His dad eventually 
died of the cancer.

All difficulties – familial, financial, geographic – need to be consid-
ered to address the barriers, Emerson said. 

“What’s really critical is thinking about these more holistically,” he 
said.

“It’s difficult, but I think it’s critical in how we start to frame out and 
think about what inequity looks like.”

Fear of Violence
Every so often an incident occurs that touches a collective nerve, 
catalyzing a shared experience or emotion. Revelations of com-
plaints against the Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein sparked 
the international #metoo movement against the sexual abuse of 
women. The kidnap and murder  – allegedly by a police officer – of 
33-year-old Sarah Everard, who was on her way home at night in 
London is doing something similar with violence against women 
anywhere. The Metropolitan Police’s ham-fisted clampdown on a 
vigil for the victim on the ground that it breached lockdown rules 
aggravated the outrage. Images of peaceful women pinned to the 
ground by male police have prompted shock and disbelief.

Dame Cressida Dick, the Metropolitan Police commissioner, was 
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correct when she noted before Saturday’s vigil that abductions of 
women off the street are “incredibly rare”. Yet add in the routine 
verbal and physical harassment, and the indecent exposure, stalking 
and domestic violence to which so many women are exposed and – 
in a message now resounding across social media – a feeling of fear 
is something women and girls live with all the time. In Australia, 
women marched in their thousands in protests over a wave of sexu-
al assault allegations centering on the country’s parliament. 

Curbing violence against women will require changes in attitudes, 
moral values, and how boys are raised and educated. 

Another way for women to overcome fear is to learn how to fight 
for their rights and defend themselves.

Kicking Male Ass
Women have come a long way in defending themselves and kick-
ing ass since I wrote about the anonymous woman in Spin and her 
kick-ass experience in Jordan against men and their repeated wolf 
whistles (p.302). More recently, on March 3, 2021, the Hong Kong 
edition of the China Daily carried a great picture – some female 
taekwondo practitioners in Kabul, Afghanistan, performing mid-
air kicking during a practice session.

A picture of Qamar Gul, the Afghan teenager wearing a headscarf 
and holding a machinegun across her lap, who shot dead two Tali-
ban fighters and wounded several more after they killed her parents 
went viral.

The Taliban fighter killed her father, a village chief and her mother 
in the central province of Ghor.

“Qamar Gul, who was inside the house, took an AK-47 the family 
had and first shot dead the two Taliban fighters who killed her par-
ents, and then injured a few others,” said local police chief Habibu-
rahman Malekzada.

Women have often been active in terror networks, generally behind 
the scenes. But they are now taking a leading role, in some cases 
replacing men as masterminds and becoming suicide bombers and 
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killers for extremist Islamic terrorist groups in Indonesia.

Zakiah Aini, a college dropout from a well-to-do family, attacked 
the national police headquarters in Jakarta on Palm Sunday. The as-
sault came just four days after a church in Makassar, South Sulawe-
si, was attacked by a newlywed couple – the bride believed to be 
four months pregnant – killing themselves and injuring 20 civilians.

Muh Taufiqurrahman, senior researcher at the Jakarta-based Cen-
tre for Radicalism and Deradicalisation Studies, said the Makassar 
bombings  were carried out “to annihilate the enemies of Islam” – in 
this case, represented by Catholics.

“It [also so] happens that the police chief is a Catholic, so Jemaah 
Ansharut Daulah (JAD), Indonesia’s largest ISIS affiliate, is sending 
a message to non-Muslims that they will always attack them,” Tau-
fiqurrohman said. JAD has been blamed for all major terror attacks 
in the country since 2016.

Women can also play a key role in fighting terrorists. Malaysia ap-
pointed its first female counterterrorism chief, Normah Ishak, thus 
showing a conservative Muslim society that women can play an 
equal role in the traditionally male-dominated fields of intelligence 
and security.

In Egypt, young Muslim women are kicking ass on the fighting 
fronts and also on the TikTok social media front. Female influenc-
ers Hanin Hossam and Mawada al-Adham, who have millions of 
followers, were arrested by the police for “immorality; and 17-year-
old Menna Abdel-Aziz, who was gang raped, was also arrested 
along with her attackers and charged with “promoting debauchery.”

In Pakistan, a 20-member all-woman counterterrorism unit on 
skates, carries out terrorism surveillance and community policing 
on in-line skates. It also has male and female officers in equal num-
bers. Both facts are rarities in Karachi, a city of at least 15 million, 
where the roads are crumbling and nearly every institution is dom-
inated by men.

To some degree, the unit is a response to a public relations crisis. 
Police departments in Pakistan are among the country’s “most 
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widely feared, complained against and least trusted government in-
stitutions,” the advocacy group Human Rights Watch said in a 2016 
report. Imran Khan, was elected Pakistan in 2018 in part by prom-
ising to reform the police.

Afghan Women
The Taliban has pledged to protect the rights of women within the 
limits of Islamic law and grant amnesty to its opponents, as it sought 
to strike a moderate tone days after seizing control of Afghanistan 
in August 2021.

The Taliban had ruled Afghanistan previously (1996 to 2001). It 
had then imposed a brutal interpretation of Islam, especially about 
women’s rights. Now, it sought to strike a moderate tone.

In the first press conference the Islamist group held since retaking 
Kabul, Zabihullah Mujahid, a spokesperson, said on that August 
2021, that women could work and study and “will be very active in 
society but within the framework of Islam.”

 “Restrictions might be enforced such as segregation, but it won’t be 
like the 1990s,” a Taliban leader of ministerial rank said, speaking 
on the condition of anonymity. “On the other hand, you are not 
going to see women become fighter pilots.”

For the first time in months, members of Afghanistan’s all female 
Zohra orchestra have reassembled in Doha, Qatar, their music once 
again filling the air as they face an uncertain future.

While grateful to be safe in the Middle Eastern country, their escape 
from Taliban rule is bitter-sweet, as the girls leave behind friends 
from the orchestra and their “old companion” – their instruments. 
They remind me of BB King and his guitar Lucille.

Zohra, Afghanistan’s first all-female orchestra, was established in 
2016. The group of 35 young musicians aged 13 to 20, some orphans 
or from poor families, performed at the 2017 World Economic Fo-
rum in Davos, Switzerland. Now in exile, with new instruments, 
the musicians hope to keep their cultural heritage alive after the 
Islamist hardliners seized power.
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Music was banned in Afghanistan during the previous Taliban rule, 
and since their return now, women’s freedoms and education have 
again been abruptly curtailed.

Since the Taliban overthrew Afghanistan’s former US-backed gov-
ernment, the segregation policy that restricted high school girls 
from attending classes and women from the right of employment 
has returned. Women are resisting this policy.

Shayasta Wardak, a graduate of Kabul University’s Sharia Law 
School, spent years working as a judge in a Kabul district court, 
settling disputes over marital separations, property and child cus-
tody. But after the Taliban took over the Afghan capital in August 
2021, Wardak and her colleagues were told their services were not 
needed. 

“They clearly told us that we can no longer work as judges,” Wardak 
said. “Some were rude to us. Some told us, ‘go home, women are 
destined for home.’ I cried a lot. I was earning a good salary. We had 
everything in our life. Now everything is destroyed.”

Across Afghanistan, women’s lives are being severely circumscribed 
as the Taliban mobilize to re-establish the segregation that marked 
their previous rule in the 1990s.

Restrictions vary from region to region depending on the senti-
ments of local commanders and communities. But except for health 
workers, elementary school teachers, and women who do jobs that 
men cannot do, such as searching female passengers at airports, al-
most all public sector female employees have been fired.

While girls can attend primary school, most secondary schools for 
girls remained closed even a month after secondary schoolboys 
have returned to class. 

The policies fall far short of what many expected when the Taliban 
promised shortly after taking office that women’s rights would be 
protected “within the framework of Islamic law.”

“Taliban 2.0 is no different from Taliban 1.0; the only difference is 
that they are more media savvy,” said Bahar Jalali, who founded the 
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department of gender studies at the private American University of 
Afghanistan in Kabul.

But if the attitude of the Taliban has changed little in 20 years, many 
Afghan women, mainly urban and educated ones, seem unwilling 
to accept the constraints.

Small groups of women in Kabul, Herat and other cities have held 
demonstrations under the gaze of the armed Taliban, demanding 
that their rights be restored and that schools for girls be reopened.

“Today’s women are not like the women the first time the Taliban 
took over Afghanistan,” said Qudsia, a 29-year-old lawyer and for-
mer government prosecutor who has joined several of the protests. 
“We are going against people who only know the language of weap-
ons and nothing else. It is a huge risk, but we have no other option.”

Taliban fighters have responded to these protests with force, using 
tear gas, firing warning shots into the air and beating women and 
journalists covering the demonstrations. But the protesters said 
they will continue their campaign.

“When we have lost everything, we have nothing left to lose,” said 
Qudsia. “They treat us like we are not human. They just want us to 
be like prisoners.”

When the Taliban ruled Afghanistan in the 1990s, women were un-
der de facto house arrest: they were barred from schools and uni-
versities, barred from working, and allowed to leave home only if 
escorted by male relatives. Those accused of adultery were stoned 
to death, and other offenses, including violating the requirement to 
wear the all-encompassing burqa in public, incurred violent pun-
ishment.

In the two decades after the 2001 US-led invasion that ousted the 
Taliban, Afghan women progressed in education, employment 
and public life. Before the US withdrawal in August 2021, Zalmay 
Khalilzad, the former US special representative for Afghanistan, 
argued that the Taliban leaders had also changed and now under-
stood the importance of respecting women’s rights. He is wrong.
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They just want international recognition and access to the country’s 
nine billion dollars in frozen foreign exchange reserves – and for-
eign investments and international loans.

The government replaced the Ministry of Women’s Affairs, which 
focused on women’s empowerment, with one for the “promotion of 
virtue and prevention of vice,” a kind of religious police.

Chinese Women Hold Up The Sky
Mao Zedong famously said, “Women hold up half the sky.” Women 
in China have always played a significant role in public affairs.

Chinese are familiar with the word “Yi,” meaning “righteousness,” 
but not many know how much power it carries.

During the Zhou Dynasty, a woman from a rural area in the state of 
Lu became a legendary figure in both the state of Qi and the state of 
Lu when she fended off the Qi army with her righteousness.

The state of Qi was about to attack the state of Lu, when the general 
of the Qi army saw a woman fleeing in panic, carrying one child 
in her arm and also holding onto another. When the woman saw 
the Qi army, she dropped the child she in her arm and picked up 
the other she was holding by the hand, and fled towards a nearby 
mountain. The child who was left behind cried loudly. When a Qi 
official asked the child, “Is that your mother who ran away?” “Yes,” 
answered the child. When asked who the other child was, the child 
did not know.

The official chased the woman down to find out who the other 
child was. He was told: “I am holding my brother’s child, and I have 
thrown away my own child. I couldn’t protect both children, so I 
left my own son.”

The Qi general, confused, asked: “That is your own son. One’s love 
for their own son is deep, and the loss of a son is painful. But now 
you left him and ran with your brother’s child. Why is that?”

The woman said: “Protecting my own child is a private love; protect-
ing my brother’s child is righteousness. If I broke the righteousness 
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principle, chose personal love, and sacrificed my brother’s child, 
though it would be good, it would be a violation of righteousness.”

“If everyone put personal matters before public matters, then the 
king of Lu would not be compassionate to the people, the officials 
would not protect the people, the whole kingdom would put per-
sonal gain first, and no one would look after each other. In this way, 
ribs would not support the shoulders, the soles of the feet would not 
have room for the toes, and no shoes would be worn even when the 
feet got scraped.”

“If I saved my own child, I would lose righteousness. That’s why I 
have to give up my son to protect my brother’s child and to protect 
this righteousness.”

When the Qi generals heard her words, they were moved. They 
could not have imagined that on their expedition to conquer an-
other kingdom, they would meet a woman from the countryside 
who knew how to follow righteousness. How could they, as nobles, 
not know “the great righteousness?”

The general ordered the troops to hold in abeyance and hastily sent 
someone to report to the king of Qi, saying: “We cannot invade the 
state of Lu. For we have seen a rural woman on the border of the 
state of Lu who knows how to follow the righteousness rule and not 
to harm the public with her personal interests. Let alone the minis-
ters and officials of the state of Lu. Therefore, I beg you to withdraw 
the troops!”

The king of Qi was deeply moved by what he heard. He knew that 
if a woman in the state of Lu could put righteousness first, then ev-
eryone in the state of Lu that was ruled by ritual would do the same.

His army could not defeat a state that had the culture of putting 
others before oneself and the public before the personal.

So the king of Qi ordered his troops to withdraw and return home.

The king of Lu, who was preparing his army to meet the enemy, was 
surprised to find that the Qi army had withdrawn. When he heard 
the story about the country woman moving the Qi army with her 
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righteous act, he gave her 100 pieces of cloth and honored her with 
the title “Righteous Lady.”

Women are righteous and do outsmart men.

Zhang Zhan, a 38-year-old citizen journalist and lawyer is one 
such woman. Almost two years after the coronavirus outbreak in 
Wuhan, she remains behind bars and on hunger strike, protesting 
against her four-year jail term for her coverage of the early days of 
the pandemic.

Zhang was imprisoned in December 2020 for “picking quarrels and 
provoking trouble,” a catch-all charge that the Communist Chinese 
authorities often use to stifle dissent.

The sentence was in response to her live-streamed reports from 
Wuhan on social media platforms, including Twitter and YouTube, 
which are both blocked in China. She also wrote an article that was 
critical of the official response to the outbreak, accusing authorities 
of infringing people’s rights and covering up the epidemic’s severity.

Her coverage was deemed to be “maliciously fabricated content 
and false information” and she became the first so-called citizen 
journalist tried by a Chinese court for reporting on the coronavirus 
outbreaks in the city.

A month after her arrest in May 2020, Zhang began an intermittent 
hunger strike. She was force-fed through a nasal tube from time to 
time and restrained from removing the tube.

By the time of her trial in December 2020, she told her lawyer Zhang 
Keke that she was “mentally and physically exhausted”.

She attended trial in a wheelchair but pressed on with her hunger 
strike in protest against what she called an “unlawful detention and 
indictment”. 

She lost weight and had to be hospitalized several times. Her broth-
er Zhang Ju said her weight was already down to 40kg in August 
2021 and her condition had deteriorated since then.

In a virtual meeting with her mother, Zhang Zhan appeared “com-
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pletely out of shape” and was “unable to walk on her own”, Zhang 
Ju said.

“In August the prison doctor already acknowledged that Zhang 
Zhan could die, weighing only 40kg. I think she is well below 40kg 
now,” he said. “Zhang Zhan’s condition is much worse than it was in 
the summer. Her life is in danger. My mother couldn’t stop crying 
after the meeting. The lawyer is applying for medical parole but the 
chance of approval is extremely slim.” 

Gwen Lee, the China campaigner at Amnesty International, said 
Zhang should not have been prosecuted in the first place for “un-
covering what was happening in Wuhan amid huge government 
secrecy about the pandemic”.

Before the pandemic, Zhang had been in trouble with the author-
ities for opposing censorship. In August 2018, she was warned by 
police for allegedly inciting subversion. She was also detained in 
April and November 2019 for “picking quarrels” and “disrupting 
public order”.

Three other citizen journalists – Chen Qiushi, Li Zehua and Fang 
Bin – have also been detained for covering the pandemic in Wuhan.

Women Have Stronger Immune Response to 
Covid-19 &  Taliban
Since early in the pandemic it has been clear that men are at a far 
higher risk of dying from the virus than women of a similar age, but 
scientists have not yet been able to pinpoint why.

A study published in the Nature journal noted that globally men 
accounted for about 60 percent of Covid-19 deaths and looked at 
whether differences in immune responses could explain why.

“What we found was that men and women indeed develop different 
types of immune responses to Covid-19,” said the study’s lead au-
thor, Akiko Iwasaki, a professor at Yale University. “These differenc-
es may underlie heightened disease susceptibility in men.”

Researchers found women mounted more robust immune respons-
es involving T lymphocytes, which are a type of white blood cell 
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that can recognize viruses and eliminate them. This is the case even 
among older women, the study found.

Women also have a more robust immune system to political and 
religious suppression, as the Taliban are finding out.

Many other foreign-born Hongkongers, mostly women, have be-
come political representatives in various white-majority countries. 
I remember personally working with and supporting California 
Secretary of State March Fong-Eu, and her son Matt “Kip” Fong 
who became California State Treasurer. I am still friends with Suyin 
Fong Stein, March’s daughter and Kips sister, and visit her and her 
husband Jim, their children Melody and Alaric, whenever I am in 
Northern California.

In Southern California where I lived in the 1970s and 80s, most 
city councils in Los Angeles County had elected Chinese and 
Asian Americans, and some even in the nearby Republican Orange 
 County.

I was thrilled when Michelle Wu, a Chinese-American woman, 
was elected in November 2021 as the mayor of Boston – America’s 
 revolutionary frontier and home to several of its Founding Fathers.

Asian-Canadians, Brits, Australians, New Zealanders and Latin 
Americans, with White Europe fast clamoring aboard, are no lon-
ger a political novelty. They are part of the community fabric – that 
also includes racism.

The election of Chu as Lord Mayor in Ireland was preceded by the 
rise of Leo Varadkar whose father was an Indian, as the prime min-
ister of Ireland. It was even more remarkable as he became the first 
gay premier of the once-staunchly Catholic country.

In Britain, Priti Patel whose roots stretch to India and Uganda, be-
came Home Secretary in 2019. In France Christiane Taubira born 
in French Guyana became the first Black woman to be named Jus-
tice Minister in 2012. In Italy, Cecile Kyenge of Congolese descent 
also made it to the cabinet in 2013 but faced open racial taunts even 
from well-known political leaders.
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Canada has also picked many talents to fill the top posts and Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau has eight women holding high offices. 
Mary Ng and Alice Wong who migrated from Hong Kong share 
cabinet duties with Maryam Monsef, who is of Afghan descent and 
was born in Iran to where her parents fled to as refugees. Her father 
was killed while trying to reach the Iranian border.

Julia Gillard, born in Wales, was Australia’s former prime minister; 
and Malaysian-born Penny Wong was a minister in the Kevin Rudd 
and Julia Gillard governments from 2007 to 2013 and is the current 
opposition leader in the country’s parliament. In New Zealand, Ja-
cinda Arden has picked Indian-born Priyanca Radhakrishnan as 
Minister for the Community and Voluntary Sector.

Arden, has trod more tactfully than her Australian counterpart 
Scott Morrison, in managing relations with China. “It is very im-
portant to us that we maintain integrity in the way that we conduct 
our diplomatic relationships,” she said in a joint interview with AFP, 
The New Zealand Herald, NBC News, and Covering Climate Now 
in November 2021. Arden noted “heightened tensions” between 
China and Australia, which was hit with punitive sanctions by Bei-
jing over its outspoken stance on issues such as the treatment of 
Uygurs and the erosion of democracy in Hong Kong.

New Zealand has also raised concerns about the same issues, but 
has been more restrained in its statements. For example, the Arden 
government declined to support a parliamentary motion in May 
2021 labelling the treatment of Uygurs as genocide, saying the legal 
case to use the term had not been made. So, it expressed only “grave 
concern” over the issue.

Women in Sports
Several women will dominate sports in the next couple decades. 
Nicole Lynn, a sports agent and attorney, is the first Black woman 
and third female, to represent a top-three NFL draft pick. Lynn rep-
resents NFL players, football coaches, professional softball players, 
broadcasters and entertainers.

“I wanted to do this but I never knew it was called a sports agent,” 
Lynn told USA TODAY Sports. “I wanted to work with athletes, 
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I wanted to help them retain their wealth but I didn’t know that 
that was the name of a sports agent. I feel like the job is meant for 
the boys’ club, specifically white males, and it is mostly because we 
didn’t know about it.”

In 2020, women broke barriers across all sports.

Sarah Fuller became the first woman to score in a major-college 
football game. Becky Hammon became the first woman to serve as 
head coach during an NBA game. In addition, the WNBA and its 
players union announced a groundbreaking eight-year labor deal 
that raised salaries and guaranteed benefits for players on maternity 
leave.

The NFL announced in March 2021, that Mala Chaka was added to 
the roster of game officials for the upcoming season, making her the 
first Black woman in league history named to the league’s officiating 
staff.

“I am honored to be selected as an NFL official,” Chaka said in a 
statement. “But this moment is bigger than a personal accomplish-
ment. It is an accomplishment for all women, my community and 
my culture.”

South Carolina women’s basketball coach Dawn Staley, turned the 
Gamecocks into a national power, reaching nine NCAA Tourna-
ments and winning a national title. She is only the second Black 
female coach to win a title after Purdue’s Carolyn Peck.

March is Women’s History Month, and in 2021, USA Today Sports 
profiled women, who in addition to Kim Ng, will raise the bar in all 
sports, not just for women, but the sports they play.

Among them were Jemele Hill, a Vice TV co-host with Cari Cham-
pion and former veteran ESPN co-host, who called former pres-
ident Trump and his administration white supremacists; Michele 
Roberts, the Executive Director of the NBA Players Association 
who in 2014,  became the first woman to lead a major professional 
sports union in America; Sarah Thomas, who finished her sixth sea-
son in the NFL in 2021, by becoming the first woman to officiate the 
Super Bowl in league history as a down judge; Cynthia Marshall, 
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the first Black woman CEO in the NBA, was hired by the Dallas 
Mavericks in 2018; Bianca Smith, the first Black woman to coach 
in professional baseball when she landed the job as a minor league 
coach in the Boston Red Sox organization; Lesa France Kennedy, 
the CEO and vice chairwoman of International Speedway Corpo-
ration and vice chairwoman and board member of NASCAR; Am-
ber Nichols, the general manager of the Capital City Go-Go, the G 
League affiliate of the NBA’s Washington Wizards;  tennis player 
Naomi Osaka, the highest-earning female athlete in the world, who 
uses her platform to bring awareness to racial inequality; Simone 
Manuel, the first Black woman swimmer to win a gold medal in 
an individual event at the 2016 Rio Olympics, and the first wom-
an to win seven medals at a single world championship; Christina 
Hovestadt, a community relations manager at the NFL, who found-
ed A Seat At The Table (“ASAT”), a community of women in sports 
and entertainment who are “dedicated to equipping and empower-
ing the next generation of female game-changers through member-
ship”; and Megan Rapinoe, the U.S. women’s national soccer team 
midfielder in the forefront of the fight for equal pay for the national 
women’s soccer team, who is a vocal advocate of voting rights, racial 
equality and LGBTQIA+ rights.

Sam Gordon, who was the only girl in a tackle football league on 
the women’s rights front when she started playing at age 9. As she 
grew up, she realized many girls don’t feel comfortable playing with 
boys, and some are harassed, even forced to change in the boys’ 
locker room at away games. They often faced discriminatory treat-
ment by male coaches and teammates. Then, she started calling for 
women-only football teams. Later, she sued her school district and 
two others for refusing to create a girls’ football program under 
federal civil-rights law Title IX and give girls a chance to play on 
female-only high-school teams.

What these talented women say about the obstacles they had to 
overcome and to be recognized for the talent they have, reminds me 
of what Ginger Rogers said about dancing with Fred Astaire, who 
received all the credit as a dancer, with Rogers being mentioned as 
an afterthought and receiving a lot less credit “for dancing back-
wards on high heels.” 
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Infanticide & Abandonment – What a Loss
The stigma of seeing a girl child as a millstone that will weigh you 
down for the rest of your life leads to infanticides in China, India 
and across many countries in Asia. I know the practice is not limit-
ed to Asia and that it does take place in the Americas and Europe, 
not to mention the Middle East, but it is prevalent much more in 
Asia.

How many Kamala Harrises, March Fong-Eus, Julia Gillards, Ja-
cinda Ardens has the world lost – women who could have made a 
significant difference to all humanity.

Women have been suppressed physically and violently for genera-
tions in all major cultures and traditions. The less importance brute 
force and violence play in local and geopolitical relations, the less 
the demand and need for brute force and macho-man dominated 
political, economic and cultural societies. People are thankfully, re-
luctantly exchanging brawn for brains.

Brain’s broader range and mathematical and analytical ability bring 
out the best in all of us, more so than brawn’s limited range of phys-
ical force. Now, America is show-casing the world the combination 
of the two. Well, that is another progressive matter the Founding 
Fathers had envisioned.

Abandoned & Adopted
Many of the hundreds of babies born in Hong Kong to Chinese 
mothers fleeing the Great Famine of 1959-61 in China, mostly girls, 
were abandoned and adopted by families in the West. They are now 
returning to Hong Kong looking for their biological parents and re-
connecting with their roots. The Internet has allowed these women 
to reconnect with those they once shared cot-filled dormitories in 
Hong Kong children’s homes. They are the lucky ones. Many others 
were thrown to their death in Aberdeen Harbor.

The Internet has allowed these women to reconnect with those they 
once shared cot-filled dormitories in Hong Kong children’s homes.

Claire Martin, who, was abandoned as a baby by her mother on a 
stairwell of a residential block at a busy Kowloon intersection, rep-
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resents how adoptees taken to the West by White parents grew up 
and feel today.

“When I was six, I went to sleep and prayed to God I would wake 
up white,” she recalls. “I was very disappointed when I woke up and 
I was still Chinese.”

White families in the West adopting Chinese babies is a flourish-
ing business even today. Millions of Chinese girls are put up for 
adoption all over China every year, many of whom find homes in 
America. 

Many of the Asian-Americans subjected to racist slurs were raised 
in America by lily-white adoptive parents.

The sentiments expressed by Martin wanting to wake up white are 
eerily familiar, as I have heard similar stories from friends in Los 
Angeles who adopted Chinese babies in the 1990s. They live in 
white neighborhoods and their adopted children go to predomi-
nantly white schools.

For Martin, the enormity of her mother’s sacrifice hit home when 
she became a mother herself. “One of the most poignant things for 
me was when my own daughter was born and she was two days old, 
in King’s College Hospital,” she says. “She was in the crook of my 
arm, and I looked at her and thought, ‘You’re the age I was when my 
mother had to leave me.’ What circumstances must she have been 
to do that?”
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